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1 Introduction 
The BS2 is the IoT (Internet of Things) Gateway manufactured by ADEC Technologies. The BS2 is 

offered in two versions for supporting either Parking Management Applications or Traffic Data 

Acquisition Applications. 

1.1 BS2 

 
Dimensions 

 
Top view 

 

 
Front view 

 

 
Side view 

 

1.2 Versions 
Version  Description Part # 

BS2-TS For traffic applications using up to three TDC1-PIR with attached solar panel. 
The bottom of the device is equipped with three female connectors 

11308 

BS2-TB For traffic applications using up to three TDC1-PIR with intermittent external 
power. Includes the battery and is recharged through an external power supply 
@ 24 V DC 240 mA max. 

11309 

BS2-T Same as BS2-TS but without Solar Panel and without battery  11307 

BS2-PS For parking management applications, with built-in 866 MHz radio for 
communication with PODs. This device features no connectors 

11304 

BS2-P Same as BS2-PS, without solar panel and without battery 11303 
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2 Mounting the BS2 

2.1 Alignment (Tilt) 
Since the BS2 is solar-powered, the mounting angle is the most important factor next to the 

mounting location to obtain maximum sunlight. It is recommended to not apply standard angles, 

instead, use an angle, measured form the horizontal plane, equivalent to the latitude of the 

installation plus 23 degrees: For an installation in Zurich, Switzerland (47.4° North), the BS2 

therefore is tilted about 67 degrees, or 23 degrees from the vertical: 

Degrees from the vertical = 70 - latitude [degrees] 

 
 
Zurich is at about 47O latitude, the angle  
calculates to 70O – 47O = 23O  

 
 
Ancorage, Alaska, is at 61O latitude, the 
angle calculates to 70O – 61O = 9O 

2.2 Alignment (Rotation) 
The panel should be aligned to true south or true north respectively (in the southern hemisphere). If 

necessary, adjust to accommodate for structures that may delay the sunrise or expedite the sunset.   

2.3 Safety Span Wire 
The safety span wire (optional accessory #14051) is used to secure the BS2 when necessary (consult 

your local regulation about the requirement to use fail-safe security). 

23O 

sun 

9O 

sun 
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1. Insert the security span wire [1] to the hinge [2] of the bracket of the station 
2. Push it through the thimble [3] of the span-wire 
3. Securely fix the loose end using the three galvanized wire rope clamps [4] onto a vertically 

fixed structure [5] from where the loop cannot slide [6] 

For further information about the span wire please consult Appendix C: (page 39) 

3 BS2 Installation 
This section describes the process of locating a suitable installation location and mounting a BS2. In 

general, BS2 with solar must be mounted at a location that receives 5 hours or more of sunlight on a 

sunny day. Locations under trees must be avoided. The angle of inclination to the vertical should be 

chosen that on the shortest day of the year (the day with the least hours of sun) the sun should be 

perpendicular to the panel. In geographic areas above or below 50° Latitude, the number of TDC1-

PIR per BS2-TS should be limited to two to ensure uninterrupted service. In addition, the following 

guidelines apply: 

3.1 BS2-PS 
In urban environment, the typical distance between BS2-P and the farthest POD should be 250 m 

(820 ft.) or less to ensure reliable connectivity.  

3.2 BS2-TS 
Thanks to the small form factor and light weight, the BS2-TS is suitable for mounting on normal 

street light poles. The detectors must be mounted as high as possible, especially when detecting 

2 
1 

3 

4 

5 
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vehicles beyond the near lane to minimize shadowing and obstruction from tall vehicles like trucks 

on the near lane. 

3.3 The SIM Card  
Unless the user is supplying his own SIM card to enable mobile data communication to the BS2, an 

account with the ADEC default service provider must be installed. If the user prefers to use another, 

third-party mobile data operator, the BS2 must be setup accordingly, using a micro-SD card that 

provides the APN and other network details to the BS2 so the BS2 can connect to the network. APN 

and related information can also be configured using the DET-Soft commissioning software. 

1. Connect to http://www.mym2m.com and create an account using an e-mail address that 

you have readily access to! The new-account-procedure requires you to receive and respond 

to the activation e-mail sent by the service provider 

 
 

A means of payment must be provided, typically a valid credit card, which can be used to 

load funds onto the account. From there, small amounts can be distributed (manually or 

automatically) to the account of each SIM card. 

http://www.mym2m.com/
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2. Next, click on “register SIM cards” to add the details of your SIM Card 

 
 

3. You can register one SIM card or multiple SIM cards from a CSV file. 

                            
 

4.  To register, only the last four digits of the ICC-ID are necessary, along with the activation 

code. The same is true for the CSV file if multiple SIM cards are registered: the template 

provided does not work! Use this format in the CSV file to active your SIM cards: 

 
 

5. Upon successful activation, it is recommended that you change 

the default profile of the SIM cards. Remember that it may take 

a few minutes before the cards are activated and ready for use. 

To view each SIM card you have activated, select the “All SIMs” 
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button or click on the number next to “Active” to see a list of your cards 

 

 

 

 

6. A list with all your cards appears, and details such as the current balance, data volume etc. 

Each row looks as follows: 

 
 

7. First, change the “balance control” to automatically recharge a SIM card from the funds on 

the account. This prevents the SIM card to run out of funds (unless of course there’s no 

money on the entire account anymore) and ensures the BS2 can transmit the data: Click on 

“Manage Balance Control” to get this dialog: 

 
In the example above, no action is taken until the balance drops below €1, then €3 are taken 

from the account to recharge the SIM card. Confirm by clicking ‘YES’. If you chose to not 

install automatic topping up, you must regularly check your SIM cards and recharge them 

when necessary by clicking “Top up” and indicating the amount to be transferred from your 

account to the selected SIM card.  

 

8. Next, change the product. To determine the best “product” for your application, you may 

want to examine when the BS2 is instructed to transmit the data 

a. BS2-T (BS2-TS) with individual vehicle data transmission generate about 50 to 100 

MB of data volume per month. The BS2 however can generate and transmit 

averaged values to reduce the data volume, for example 5-minute values, etc. With 
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the current pricing models available, it makes sense to use “high-volume” plans 

when the volume exceeds 30 MBs per month 

b. BS2-P (BS2-PS) are typically o.k. with the “Low usage” price plan 

 
Change to the suitable price plan and hit ‘yes’.  

 

Note: Any changes do not go into effect immediately; instead, changes take effect on the 

first day of the following month! 

3.4 Using Your Own Network Provider 
When using your own mobile data service provider, the BS2 must be configured to work with the 

provider of your choice. The following data is needed from your provider: 

 

 

 

The data is entered into text file named “config.txt” in the root of the micro-SD card. The card is 

inserted – while the BS2 has no power (fuse removed, see section 4.2 on page 11) – into the micro-

SD card slot. When the device is powered up (by inserting the fuse), the data from the config.txt are 

read and programmed to the modem. The micro-SD card can be removed (not necessary to remove 

power), the BS2 has learned the new settings. 

<BS2-X>    #Example 
<APN>< public4.m2minternet.com> #Access Point Name 
<USR><m2m>    #User, use <> if no username 

 Sample ADEC M2M Service settings: 

 APN (Access Point Name) internet.m2mportal.de 

 Username m2m 

 Password sim 

 SIM-Pin 1234 
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<PW><sim>    #Password, use <> if no pwd 
<PIN><>    #SIM PIN (empty = off) 
<OPTION><AT+COPS=0>  #Operator Selection off 

4 BS2 Powering up and Commissioning the unit 
The BS2 has a SIM card slot on the board that fits a mini SIM card (15 mm x 25 mm). 

4.1 Inserting the SIM card into the BS2 
To insert the SIM card, you need to remove the back cover of the BS2. Then locate the SIM card slot 

and gently push the holder in the correct direction (1), tilt the holder up (2), slide in the card in (3) 

and tilt it back towards the circuitry board(4). To lock the card holder in place, push the enclosing 

frame outward (5): 

                 

Immediately before the mounting of the BS2 on the designated location, the fuse is to be inserted 

into the holder. This will power-up the unit, and it will start connecting to the mobile network and to 

the ADECloud. 

4.2 Powering Up the BS2 
(Applies to units only that are equipped with rechargeable battery) 

The delivery of the BS2 includes a fuse that is not inserted during transport to conserve battery and 

to prevent the battery from discharging unnecessarily. When you are ready to power-up the BS2, 

open the back cover[5, next page], remove the fuse from the lid [6] and insert it into the fuse 

holder[7]. The two LEDs on the board flash briefly [8] to indicate that the unit is powering up. Re-

apply the cover and tighten gently with a Philipp’s screwdriver. After a few minutes, the LED that’s 

visible through the cover window flashes to indicate the status of the unit (see section 5 on page 21, 

below). 

  

1 2 

3 

4 5 
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4.3 Setting up the ADEC Cloud account 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 

6 

7 

7 

8 
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The ADEC Cloud is an integral component of the traffic and parking solutions developed by ADEC. It 

is therefore a necessity – unless the cloud interface ADEC has developed can be ported to another 

solution – that an account with the ADEC Cloud service be installed. The good news is that the setup 

is quick and easy, and the data are stored in the cloud safely, and in a manner not necessarily useful 

to third parties should a breach ever occur. 

The ADEC Cloud service is adopted from http://www.exosite.com, which itself uses Amazon cloud 

service. It is therefore safe to claim that the infrastructure is of top quality, as is data availability and 

security (also see Security and Reliability on page 36) 

4.3.1 Create an account 

Open http://traffic.exosite.com in a browser and chose “Sign up now!”, then provide your account 

details. As with the mym2m-aspider account, it is necessary to provide an e-mail address that can be 

quickly accessed to confirm the account setup and continue to the next steps: 

 

Provide the details of your account and allow some time for a member of the ADEC team to confirm 

your account, the site is moderated. Depending on your setup and instructions by ADEC, chose the 

suitable or recommended plan: 

 

http://www.exosite.com/
http://traffic.exosite.com/
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Your ADEC account manager recommends and manages the plan for you depending on your 

agreement with your sales representative. In the following dialog, enter your account details, review 

the Online-Services-Agreement, click the check-box when done, and proceed with CREATE 

ACCOUNT: 

 

An automatic e-mail is sent to your address confirming the receipt of the application: 
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Upon approval of your application, you will receive another e-mail containing a link to activate your 

account: 

 

Click on the link or copy the activation key and paste it to the /activate URL. Once you have activated 

the site successfully, login with your newly created account credentials! 
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4.4 Entering the portal for the first time 
You have now successfully created a new user account on the ADEC traffic cloud. The first view of 

the newly created (default) PORTAL on your cloud looks something like this: 

 

4.5 Adding your first Device to the Server 
At any time, you can add more devices to your portal, up to the maximum number of devices set by 

your account manager. When adding a device, the following dialog appears, which allows you to 

select from a list of devices. At the time of the writing of this manual, the following device types are 

available to choose from: 

  

Device Type Description & Purpose / Field of Application 

BS2 – Parking includes any BS2-P, BS2-PS model designed for managing POD parking-occupancy 
detectors 

BS2 – Traffic: any BS2-T, BS2-TS and BS2-TB model that is designed for use with TDC traffic 
detectors form ADEC 

DBCounter: A virtual device that is used in conjunction with ADEC Observer privacy-protecting 
people counters 

BS1 – Parking: don’t use - deprecated 

 

After confirming the device type and clicking on Continue, the unique ID (6-digit hex number, 

located on a sticker on the side of the device) must be provided. This is critical for the BS2 to be able 

to communicate with the cloud services. The device uses its unique ID to obtain a so-called CIK from 
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the cloud. The CIK (Client Interface Key) is used in all subsequent communication between the BS2 

and the cloud and therefore should be safeguarded and not shared without good cause: 

 

 

If a typographical error occurred or the UID is already occupied by another device, the system won’t 

add the UID again but instead notify the user of the pending conflict: 

 

If the device has been created successfully, the good message appears: 
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The BS2 with the given device UID 0xFFFFCA (see above) needs to attempt to activate itself by 

connecting to the server using its UID. This is typically no problem if the SIM card is o.k. and the 

device can get access to the Internet through the modem.  

Clicking on ‘Quit’ returns to the Overview-Screen. The server displays an error message as a 

reminder that there are one or more BS2-device(s) that, although they’ve been logically added to 

the system, the physical counterpart has not yet connected to the server: 

 
 

4.6 Adding TDC1-PIR Detectors to the BS2-Tx 

The BS2-Tx must be activated before one or more traffic detector can be added! 

Activation occurs when the BS2 device connects to the Server for the first time. 

Detectors can be conveniently added and removed to the BS2 through the web-browser interface 

also. To add, rename or remove TDC1-PIR traffic detectors, log on to the server using your 

credentials. In the overview, select the BS2 device to which to add the TDC1-PIR detector(s). Change 

to the Settings tab (1) and click on the + (2) 

 

1 

2 
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A new line is added; provide the UID (3) and the name(4). The UID must equal the RS 485 ID of the 

detector being connected and is preset in the factory to the value printed on the serial number 

sticker following the “ID:”. The name is for informational purposes only, it is not written to the traffic 

detector itself. Click on the disk-symbol (5) to apply the changes:  

 

 

 

 

The detector is added and the server will instruct the BS2 to add the detector as soon as it connects. 

Refreshing the screen shows the actual traffic detectors and their given names under settings, i.e. 

changes are not reflected until acknowledged by the BS2 device.   

4.6.1 Setting the Mounting Specific Parameters of the TDC1-PIR Traffic Detector 

On the same tab, on the right-hand side, parameters can be viewed and changed. After adding a 

new traffic detector, a moment must be waited until the BS2 acknowledges the successful addition 

of the traffic detector(s). Once that has occurred, the relevant distances pertinent to the installation 

can be added and stored in the detectors through the BS2. Select the detector from the drop-down 

list where it appears under the Base station with its given name: 

 

After selecting the traffic detector, its current parameters are displayed. Note: Units are dm 

(decimeter), so a distance of 6.8 meter is entered as 68. When done, click on the ‘save’ button (2). 

3 4 

5 
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4.7 Adding Parking Occupancy Detectors 

The BS2-Px must be activated before one or more traffic detector can be added! 

PODs can be conveniently added and removed to the BS2 through the web-browser interface. To 

add, rename or remove PODs, log on to the server (https://traffic.exosite.com) using your 

credentials. In the overview, select the BS2 device to which to add POD(s). Change to the Settings (1) 

tab and click on the + (2) 

 

Enter the UID (3), which is the unique ID printed on every POD, into the Uid field, and add a 

descriptive label to the Name (4) field. The name must not exceed 20 characters and must not 

include spaces. Then click on the diskette-icon (5) to instruct the BS2 to add the POD to its managed 

devices.   

1 

2 

1 

2 
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The settings tab always shows the list of PODs associated with the BS2: 

 

5 LED  
On the middle of the board, visible from the outside with back-cover mounted, is the status LED of 

the BS2. It provides first-level feedback on the status of the station: 

3 4 

5 
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6 Accessing Server Data via Http / Https 

6.1 Introduction 
One of the key features of the IoT Gateway is the availability of the data to any third-party system to 

facilitate easy integration. Two examples of such applications where data from parking occupancy 

detectors or traffic detectors / vehicle counters benefit from integration by third-party systems: 

1. The parking occupancy status retrieved from the BS2-PS and its associated Parking 

Occupancy Detectors (PODs) is to be integrated into a pre-existing parking guidance system 

that is already present but currently only covers parking garages 

2. The traffic lights at a busy artery leading into the city should switch to alternate signaling 

sequence when the number of vehicles in the city exceed a certain threshold 

In both cases, a third-party controller needs to access occupancy or traffic data from the ADEC 

server. The only prerequisite for such integration is the controller to have Internet access and a 

programmer who adds the few http / https requests to periodically query the database for the 

required information. 

6.2 Basics 
Data is retrieved from the server through so-called web-interfaces. A web interface in our context is 

a convention that defines the format of the data packets to and from the server. The client software 

sending the query to the server and receiving the response behaves like a web browser that sends a 

URL1 and receives the web-page.  

Requests to our server always require either the username and password of the account or the 

client-interface key (CIK), a 40-character alpha-numeric string that uniquely identifies the BS2 to 

which the query is intended.  

Both CIK and username/password should be kept in a safe location to prevent unauthorized access 

to the data on the server. 

For more details on the security please refer to Appendix A: on page 36. 

                                                           
1
 a URL includes the server by name and domain for which the request is intended 

Status Color

Interval 

(seconds)

Number of 

short blinks Blink-Pattern Description Possible cause Next Step

Red 20s 1x
Emergency mode, battery 

naerly drained, modem is off

no recharging in a while, defective PV-

panel or charging circuitry, defective 

Check Hardware

Red 10s 1x

Configuration error, 

connection to ADEC traffic 

data server interrupted 

no SIM card, no access to SIM card, no 

network coverage, no access to network, 

server not found, invalid SSL certificate

Verify configuration 

using locally connec-

ted PC and DET-Soft

Red 10s 2x

Connection to network 

established but no data 

exchange to traffic data 

server possible

Invalid CIK, device serial number not 

added to traffic data server yet or 

dublicate serial number (device' serial 

number has already been activated by 

Check settings on 

ADEC traffic data 

server 

Red 10s 3x reserved

Green 5s 1x
everything good, device 

currently powered by battery

Not enough sun irradiation to power 

device from the solar panel or charge the 

no action necessary

Green 5s 2x
everything good, device 

currently solar-powered

no action necessary

Error

Warning

OK
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6.3 Variables 
Data on the server are stored in variables. The occupancy status of a parking detector is stored in a 

variable and the current value of that variable is the most recently assigned occupancy status of the 

parking detector associated with this variable. When the BS2 sends a new occupancy status, the 

server processes the information and adds the entry along with the time. The time is stored in UTC 

(Coordinated Universal Time) in the UNIX time format. The value is always stored as a character 

string:  

𝑡0 =  21-Aug-16 20:41:57 GMT 

 

 

 
 

𝑡1 = 21-Aug-16 20:43:21 GMT 

The BS2 sends to the server a new value  
“it’s late” for variable ‘x’  

 

Allow a few seconds for the value to be  
processed in the server and appended to 
the value table along with the timestamp  
of when the udpate occured 

 

 

𝑡2 = 21-Aug-16 20:43:35 GMT 

 

 

 

 

At 𝑡1 the BS2 sends a new value for variable ‘x’ to the server. The server processes the value and 

updates the variable, creating a new entry with a timestamp of when the update has occurred. 

Starting at  t = 14718122042, the server uses the updated value and will return this value to any 

simple request (i.e. a request without specific time or period). 

The time must be in the UNIX time format.  

Unix time (also known as POSIX time or Epoch time) is a system for describing instants in time, 

defined as the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Coordinated Universal Time 

(UTC), Thursday, 1 January 1970, not counting leap seconds. It is used widely in Unix-like and many 

                                                           
2
   = 21 Aug 2016 20:43:24 GMT 

Timestamp Variable “x” value 

1471812105 “some string value” 
1471812115 “another string value” 
1471812117 “new value two seconds later” 

 

BS2 

BS2 
x = “it’s late” 

server 

server 

BS2 Timestamp Variable “x” value 

1471812105 “some string value” 
1471812115 “another string value” 
1471812117 “new value two seconds later” 
1471812204 “it’s late” 

 

server 
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other operating systems and file formats. Because it does not handle leap seconds, it is neither a 

linear representation of time nor a true representation of UTC. 

Source: Wikipedia 

6.4 Parking Occupancy: Retrieving the Most Recent Variable Value 
Each POD has a unique, 6-digit hexadecimal number, which is printed on the label attached to the 

detector, it is also found on the NFC chip that’s built into every POD, to be retrieved using any device 

supporting NFC (ADECs mobile DET-Soft for parking occupancy detection for example supports 

retrieval of the unique ID from the PODs via NFC during the commissioning process). 

For illustration purposes, we use curl software tool to compose and send requests right from the 

command line interface. The CIK is easily obtained via the DET-Soft commissioning software: 

 

The BS2 in our example has the following CIK: ff287cebbce12fb45bca051ee2b0466c48822d0a 

With the following command, the occupancy status of all parking occupancy detectors assigned to 

this BS2 can be obtained. To try this, the tool ‘cURL’ must be installed – available here:  

https://curl.haxx.se/download.html 

Enter the following command in the command prompt (Examples in Windows Command Prompt): 

C:\Users\joe>curl https://m2.exosite.com/onep:v1/stack/alias?_status ^ 

More? -H "X-Exosite-CIK: ff287cebbce12fb45bca051ee2b0466c48822d0a" ^ 

More? -H "Accept: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8" 

Note the ^ at the end of the first two lines, this indicates that the command continues on the next 

line, the command interpreter asks More? And you can just continue typing.  

A brief moment later, the server returns the status of the PODs (albeit a bit cryptic): 

_status=%7b%22bs%22%3a%220x00%22%2c%22POD1-5%22%3a%220x02%22%2c%22POD1-2%22%3 

a%220x01%22%2c%22POD1-1%22%3a%220x01%22%2c%22POD1-3%22%3a%220x02%22%2c%22POD1-

4%22%3a%220x02%22%7d 
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This is not an issue though for software, each % followed by two characters is a UTF-8 character, and 

the response reads as: 

_status={"bs":"0x00","POD1-5":"0x02","POD1-2":"0x01","POD1-1":"0x01","POD1-3":"0x02","POD1-4":"0x02"} 

This format is called JSON, and is commonly used for exchanging information through RESTful web-

interfaces. The response is a list of properties and values, separated by comma ‘,’. The property 

name is the name of the parking space (detector) given during the commissioning phase, the value 

of the property is a byte containing detailed information about the POD. POD1-3 for example has a 

value of 0x02 (reads: hexadecimal two). 

The assignment of the bits is as follows: 

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 2-4 bit 1 bit 0  

0 0 0 000 0 1  

timeout error warning reserve occupancy  

    0 0 not set (yet) 

    0 1 unoccupied 

    1 0 occupied 

    1 1 unknown 

We see the space of POD1-3 is occupied. 

The property “bs” refers to the status of the Basestation itself, in particular it allows the client to 
check if the base station is online and no timeout has occurred. A timeout occurs when the time the 
server has received a signal from the BS2 exceeds a certain amount timespan.  This value can be 
adjusted to local specifics. 
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6.5 Sample for Getting the Occupancy Programmatically 
This is merely a brief example to show how easy it is for example in C# to obtain the same occupancy 

information on the same BS2 (using the same CIK): 

 
Figure 1: How to programmatically obtain Status Information, here using C# 

 

 
Figure 2: Console Output of Code in Figure above 

6.6 Traffic Data: Accessing Present and Past Value of Variables 
Accessing data other than the current value of a variable requires what’s known as the Resource ID 

(RID) of that variable. The RID is automatically created and assigned to a variable when the variable 

is created in the database by the server.  

When the user adds a traffic detector to the BS2 (see section 4.6, above), the server adds some 

variables, among others, the variable where the actual traffic data will be stored. The variable is 

composed of the RS 485 ID of the detector and the extension “_trafficData”. In the example above, 

the detector in section 4.6 has the Uid 1:  
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The name to access the traffic data of this detector therefore is “001_trafficData” (the ID is always 

given in three digits). The following steps are necessary to get the RID of a variable (somewhat 

cumbersome, but has to be done only once): 

1) Get the ID of the user, i.e. the account holder on the traffic.exosite.com account  

2) Get the list of portals, find the appropriate portal  

3) Get the devices in the portal and their variables 

4) Using the RID of one or more variable, retrieve data-values given the start/end time 

6.6.1 Get the ID of the User 
C:\Users\joe>curl "https://traffic.exosite.com/api/portals/v1/accounts/joe@customer.ch" ^ 

More? -X GET -u "username:password" –i 

This request returns a list of the portals available to the user. The response (between the curly 

brackets) is JSON formatted: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Date: Sun, 21 Aug 2016 21:14:49 GMT 

Server: Apache 

Status: 200 OK 

Vary: Accept-Encoding 

Content-Length: 242 

Connection: keep-alive 

{"email":"joe@customer.ch","fullName":"Joe 

Smith","id":"3157227450","rid":"c2f6dadb7ee8d6237593b89927d2b6a4fb66b20f","meta":null,"phon

eNumber":"+41 81 781 11 11","userName":"joe@customer.ch"} 

C:\Users\joe> 

Our ID is 3157227450. The user ID is necessary to fetch the portals that the user has available; the ID 

is now used in the request, the end-point as shown below. This user has two portals registered: 

6.6.2 Get the list of portals 
C:\Users\joe>curl ^ 

More? "https://traffic.exosite.com/api/portals/v1/users/3157227450/portals" ^ 

More? -X GET -u "joe@customer.ch:password" -i 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

... more header ... 

Connection: keep-alive 

[{"PortalName":"A14South","PortalID":"4088107961","PortalRID":"d1d98aa16c980f62cd10691dac67

d250a45eb87e","UserEmail":"joe@customer.ch","Description":"A14South","Permissions":[{"acces

s":"___admin"}]},{"PortalName":"A14North","PortalID":"4281636419","PortalRID":"d409779e532e

37ae578316e49c727e9fcbf179c0","UserEmail":"joe@customer.ch","Description":"A14North","Permi

ssions":[{"access":"___admin"}]}] 

C:\Users\joe> 

The response is an array, each element contains the typical property name / value pairs of JSON 

objects. Note there’s a PortalID and PortalRID. The PortalID will be used to list the devices. 
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6.6.3 List the Devices  (BS2) in the Portal 
C:\Users\joe>curl "https://traffic.exosite.com/api/portals/v1/portals/4088107961/devices" ^ 

More? -X GET -u "joe@customer.ch:password" -i 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

... more header ... 

Connection: keep-alive 

[{"rid":"1b12d2b106e46c47c02c6b95fe95b8c05fc9a4c7","members":[],"info":{"aliases":{"4d58169

509602fb91faab1a48c93ec3e34cd1ba9":["_msgQueue"],"d6a6328921b6bc3c81b78386c8f77884d8059a04"

:["_script"],"4d3985cc80fda53c7b178bdb8305acf739af4d31":["001_trafficDataDesc"],"36ed8cdfa6

9baa5c0b29315fa012abad32e6d4e4":["002_trafficData"],"eb31d53822df1ef9c8cfe5f8dd77c223eba3a0

24":["_input"],"dde05cc65920848107647775c88c9fd14d9922ba":["001_trafficData"],... and much 

more] 

C:\Users\joe> 

The response contains the RID of the BS2 and the traffic data variable. IDs are valid and don’t change 

until the device or the variable are deleted. The RID appears as property-name in the highlighted 

pair above  

Now traffic data can be retrieved: 

6.6.4 Retrieve Traffic Data from a Period of Time 
C:\Users\joe>curl "https://traffic.exosite.com/api/portals/v1/data-sources ^ 

More? dde05cc65920848107647775c88c9fd14d9922ba/data?starttime=^ 

More? 1471802400&endtime=1471805000&limit=2" -X GET -u "username:password" –i 

This request returns the traffic data of the given detector and the entire selected time span. The 

response is JSON formatted: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

... more header ... 

Connection: keep-alive 

[[1471773623,"{\"date\":{\"m\":8,\"d\":21,\"y\":16},\"trafficDataDesc\":[\"0\",[\"H\",\"M\"

,\"S\",\"V\",\"L\",\"CL\",\"LTC\"]],\"trafficData\":[[11,58,58,31,39,1,20640],[11,59,41,28,

43,1,20641],[11,59,43,27,47,1,20642]]}"]] 

C:\Users\joe> 

6.6.5 Traffic Data Format 

Brief explanation of the JSON Formatted data value (some extra characters like backslash ‘\’  are not 

actually part of the JSON string. 

[[1471773623,"{"date":{"m":8,"d":21,"y":16},"trafficDataDesc":["0",["H","M","S","V","L","CL

","LTC"]],"trafficData":[[11,58,58,31,39,1,20640],[11,59,41,28,43,1,20641],[11,59,43,27,47,

1,20642]]}"]] 

1471773623 First item of the two-element JSON array is the Unix time at which the 
value has been added 

date First token is the Date (month ‘m’, day ‘d’, and year ‘y’) at which the BS2 
has received the vehicle data from the detector. This date can be different 
from the date / time the Unix time stamp show 

trafficDataDesc The traffic data descriptor defines the subsequent items in the array. The 
first element here is 0, which indicates that the data is not averaged but 

PortalID 

 

 

ResourceID of Detector with RS 485 ID 1 
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from individual vehicles. The following tokens describe the meaning of the 
elements in the “traffic Data“ element. It is strongly recommended to 
consider the content of the descriptor to correctly interpret the following 
traffic data records 

trafficData The actual traffic data, formatted accordingly. Unlike the counters in the 
detector itself, this vehicle counter is only 16-bits wide and thus rolls over 
every 65535 vehicles. Complete description of tokens is in Appendix B 

 

Most programming environments include libraries that convert from local time to UNIX time. The 

example above describing how to retrieve parking detector occupancy status used the simple https 

interface which is fine to retrieve the current value of a variable. However, when receiving multiple 

(historic) entries of a variable on the server, a different web-interface must be used.  

That interface needs the resource ID of the variable the values of which are to be retrieved. The 

resource is created when an object is added on the server. In our case, when a traffic detector is 

added to the BS2 (section 4.6 on page 18 ), the resource ID of the variable associated with the traffic 

detector is created at that moment and does not change until the traffic detector is deleted from the 

BS2. 

6.7 Parking Occupancy: Retrieving Historic Values 
This section could be arguably following section 6.5. Most of the techniques to obtain historic 

parking occupancy information are the same as retrieval of historic traffic data, merely the names of 

the dataports and the format of the returned data are different.  

Instead of retrieving the historic values of a single POD, the historic values of all PODs connected to a 

given BS2 are retrieved using a single query.  Section 6.6.1 through 6.6.3 above detail the steps for 

retrieving the RIDs of the dataports of the BS2 in the cloud. When this is done on a BS2-P or BS2-PS, 

we need to find the dataport labeled _status.  

6.7.1 List the devices in the portal 

The query is the same as in Section 6.6.3. Response: 

[{"rid":"10e4ccd97b5277c58b37590514eed244d18f9931","members":[],"info":{"aliases":{"a482f88

4f3aaf5a512bc46ab79afc56771f793db":["_script"],"35db048b569281fb65de2c66e9b600c857839389":[

"_bs"],"f61d49dac59e76b95f7984081a1fe75ae545ff54":["_uidList"],"6fe2b5baaf03c435c973  

 

                       ... much more ... 

6c6b10eb5f4eb0dc33a62ba5bbd7b3","de235fc1788578613989ba66562eb8cc186e1962","e2eee1021983526

64958b0eeef8aaa28ff493f19","ea89fa7c1c3bf6abca898c44f59de83871b0dc00","f74af9541a7c41791b1b

17c677c836a844d96ca5"],"model":"BS2-P","sn":"fffbcf","type":"vendor","vendor":"traffic"}] 

The _status of the relevant BS2 is needed. This portal has 5 BS2s. This is easier to grasp when the 

returned string is visualized using a JSON viewer, where it looks something like this: 
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Expanding the items, the RID of the _status can be easily found: 

9f44cffaca2906e74f5cc97070c8738858fe5f76  

Using this, the data of status changes over the past 60 minutes is retrieved: 

C:\Users\joe>curl "https://traffic.exosite.com/api/portals/v1/data-

sources/9f44cffaca2906e74f5cc97070c8738858fe5f76/data?starttime=1525871328&endtime=15258749

28&limit=10" -X GET -u "username:password" -i 

(starttime value of 1525871328 is given in UNIX time, for details on UNIX time format, see section 

6.3). The query is for up to 10 entries (limit=10) whereby the start time is 5/9/18 at 10:08:48 GMT, 

the end-time is 5/9/18 at 14:08:48 GMT. The server replies: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8 

Date: Wed, 09 May 2018 15:18:37 GMT 

Server: Apache 

Status: 200 OK 

Content-Length: 4011 

Connection: keep-alive 

[[1525876769,"{\"P2\":\"0x02\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x0

0\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\",\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x01\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P

6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"P11\":\"0x01\"}"],[1525876625,"{\"P2\":\

"0x02\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\"

,\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\

":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"P11\":\"0x01\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\"}"],[1525876621,"{\"P2

\":\"0x02\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x

03\",\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGA

LGO\":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-
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2\":\"0x02\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"P11\":\"0x02\"}"],[1525876479,"{\"P2\":\

"0x02\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\"

,\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x01\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\

":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"P11\":\"0x02\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\"}"],[1525876475,"{\"P2

\":\"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x

03\",\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x01\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGA

LGO\":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"P11\":\"0x02\"}"],[1525876419,"{\"P2\":\

"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\"

,\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\

":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"P11\":\"0x02\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\"}"],[1525876379,"{\"P2

\":\"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x02\",\"P3\":\"0x02\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x

03\",\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGA

LGO\":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"P11\":\"0x02\"}"],[1525876223,"{\"P2\":\

"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x01\",\"P3\":\"0x02\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\"

,\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x02\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\

":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"P11\":\"0x02\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\"}"],[1525876201,"{\"P2

\":\"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x01\",\"P3\":\"0x02\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x

03\",\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x01\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGA

LGO\":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"P11\":\"0x02\"}"],[1525876063,"{\"P2\":\

"0x01\",\"P1\":\"0x02\",\"P4\":\"0x01\",\"P3\":\"0x01\",\"bs\":\"0x00\",\"DBGPOD\":\"0x03\"

,\"P9\":\"0x02\",\"P7\":\"0x01\",\"P8\":\"0x02\",\"P5\":\"0x01\",\"P6\":\"0x02\",\"MAGALGO\

":\"0x83\",\"P10\":\"0x02\",\"POD-3\":\"0x02\",\"POD1\":\"0x02\",\"POD-

2\":\"0x02\",\"P11\":\"0x02\",\"DBG\":\"0x01\",\"POD-

1\":\"0x01\",\"PBeh\":\"0x01\",\"POD2\":\"0x00\",\"TestPOD\":\"0x83\"}"]] 

(note this view shows the display in Windows command prompt, other systems may not display the 

double quotes preceded by escape character \ ). After removing the windows-specific characters, 

the string can be viewed in a JSON viewer: 

 

Timestamp: 5/9/18 at 14:39:29 GMT 

P2 = “occupied”, see section 6.4 

User-defined name 

of parking space 
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7 DET-Soft Mobile 
DET-Soft mobile is an Android smartphone-based app to commission installations of parking 

detectors with BS2-P(S). At the time of this writing, the app is available to registered users, please 

contact ADEC support to gain access to the DET-Soft mobile smartphone / mobile device app. 

Before using the DET-Soft mobile, it is necessary to have signed up on the ADEC IoT site 

https://traffic.exosite.com. Once the sign-up process is complete, the same credentials are used for 

the app to connect to the webserver: 

1) 

 

 
Upon launching the app, enter the same 
credentials used when logging into the cloud 
through the web-browser, and sign in 

2) 

 

 

 
The installations available in the account are 
displayed. Either create a new installation or 
select an existing installation 

3) 

 
 

 
In this example, we select an existing 
installation. The next view shows the BS2 
stations that belong to the installation. The 
header shows the name of the installation, the 
total number of detectors (PODs) and the 
occupancy-summary.  
 
To add a new base stations BS2 use the buttom 
on the bottom of the screen: 

 

https://traffic.exosite.com/
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4) 

 

The parking space is available 

 

 

The parking space is occupied 

 

 

The detector on the parking space has been 
recently added to the BS2 and the BS2 has no 
occupancy information yet 

 

 

The detector has issued a warning sign. This 
could be due to dirt on the POD, or sensors 
malfunction 

 

 

The detector has issued an error. This is issued 
when the detector is no longer able to keep up 
the normal operation, for example due to 
exhausted batteries 

 

 

The detector and the BS2 can suffer from a 
timeout: if with a POD, the heartbeat of the 
POD has not been received by the BS2, if with 
a BS2, then the BS2 has not reported to the 
server within a configurable time (typically 30 
minutes) 

5) 

 

Selecting a BS2 base station above (4) opens 
the screen that shows the name and ID of each 
POD that belongs to said BS2. In the example 
on the left, the BS2 has a time-out (1), so the 
occupancy information in the lower section of 
the screen is not up-to-date. 
 
Use the button on the bottom to add a POD to 
this BS2 

1 
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6) 

 

In the “Add Pod” screen, provide a name for 
the POD (here: “SpaceB057”). The DET-Soft 
mobile attempts to use the mobile device’s 
GPS receiver to determine the location of the 
mobile device. If the permissions are set 
accordingly, the map will zoom in to the 
location, the Lat./Long. Fields will show the 
exact coordinates.  
 
The Uid must be provided to uniquely identify 
the POD. Use the sticker on the device itself or 
– if the mobile device is equipped with NFC 
(near-field communication) and the NFC is 
turned on, you can use the NFC-tag inside the 
POD to read-out the UID directly from the 
POD. Press the icon (2) to attempt to read the 
NFC tag of the POD… 
 

7) 

 

… A message box opens indicating that the 
mobile device is now attempting to receive 
NFC information: Place the mobile device on 
the POD (the NFC tag is stuck inside the PODs 
cover). Upon successful retrieval, the 
information is filled into the message box.  
 
Important: the rotation is also stored and 
refers to the orientation of the parking space: 
Align the mobile device to the parking space to 
take advantage of this extra feature! Proper 
orientation will allow other applications, like 
the DET-Soft on Windows, to properly display 
the parking space on the map: 

 

The orientation can also be entered manually, 
it is measured in degrees off the north-south 
line. Hit “Save” to conclude the process of 
adding a POD to the BS2. 

2 
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8) 

 

The newly added POD appears on the top of 
the list. 

9) 

 

To refresh the status of the PODs swipe down 
the lower section of the screen, the refresh-
icon (4) appears and the occupancy and other 
information is updated moments later. 
 
The update process can also be automated 
such that the mobile device is notified by the 
server when a status update has occurred 
(5,6). Turning this on refreshes the display 
automatically: 
 

 

10) 

 

Leave the installation when done by using the 
back arrow (7) and logging out (8) 

 

3)

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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Appendix A:  Security and Reliability 
ADEC Traffic Data Storage, offered in conjunction with the BS IoT Gateway is based on the exosite 

solution. Exosite is a purpose-built IoT storage vendor that itself uses Amazon Cloud Storage. 

Amazon Web Services (AWS), like other suppliers, are among the most secure solutions on the 

market today. AWS is used not only for storing traffic data, in fact it is used by banks such as Capital 

One and meets the highest standards in the industry. 

a. Safety against Unauthorized Access 
The BS IoT Gateway uses https (secure HTTP by means of Bank-Level SSL encryption) to transmit the 

traffic data to the server. Equally, data on the server are accessible after username/password 

credentials have been provided. Each BS is assigned a key upon commissioning the device that is 

used – in addition to the secure HTTP data transmission – to limit access of the data to authorized 

users.  

The Exosite storage platform uses “best-in-class security practices to protect device communications 

both up and down the stack. Strong encryption, transaction authentication, segregation of user and 

device data, application logic and logging systems to proactively monitor for vulnerabilities to ensure 

your data integrity.” 

b. Server-side Software 
The ADEC-offered solution consists not only of the data aggregation in and transmission from the BS 

IoT Gatway, it includes server-side software that prepares the data, adds diagnostic information and 

enables the easy-to-use browser access for visualization and data downloading. To replicate the 

functionality provided by the ADEC solution, a custom server solution therefore not only would need 

to include compatible data interfaces, but also the server-side software that acts upon the incoming 

data from the many BS IoT Gatways. 

c. Distributed Server Infrastructure 
The infrastructure is distributed across the globe to eliminate downtime and keep services up and 

running at all times. 

d. Further Information 
 Exosite Security Whitepaper: http://info.exosite.com/security-in-iot-systems  

 Exosite Technology Overview: http://info.exosite.com/exosite-technology-overview-white-paper  

 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security Overview: https://aws.amazon.com/security/  
  

http://info.exosite.com/security-in-iot-systems
http://info.exosite.com/exosite-technology-overview-white-paper
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
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Appendix B:  Traffic Data Descriptor 
 
Keyword Description Unit 

H Hours H 
M Minutes Min 

S Seconds Sec 

Ix X = Time interval the data refers to, 0 = single vehicle 
records 

Min 

Vx Speed km/h 

Lx Length 0.1m [dm] 

Cx Number of vehicles of class X during interval # 

CL Vehicle class # 

G Time gap / headway 10ms [s] 

O Occupancy time 10ms [s] 

P Vehicle position (left / middle /right) in the lane L,M,R 

STAT Detector status byte 1 Byte in Hex 

LTC Vehicle counter  16 Bit Counter 

 

a. Examples 
trafficDataDesc:  [I5,H,M,V,C,C32,C33]         
trafficData:  [5,13,50, 45,33,53,7] 
Time (Range) Avg. Speed Number of cars Number of trucks 

13:45 – 13:50 45 53 7 
 

i. Individual vehicle records from TDC1-PIR 

trafficDataDescriptor: [I0,H,M,S, V,L,G,LTC]   
trafficData:  [0,13,52,11, 102,53,2500,45852] 

Timestmap V  Length Time Gap vehicle counter LTC 
13:52:11 102 km/h 5.3 m 25 s 45852 
 

ii. Hourly averages with class-specific average speed (TDC1-PIR) 

trafficDataDescriptor: [I60,H,V1,V2,V3]   
trafficData:  [60,15, 125, 105, 86] 

Zeit Vclass1 (0-5.6m)  Vclass2 (5.6 -12m) Vclass3 (12 – 25.5m) 

14:00 – 15:00 125 km/h 105 km/h 86 km/h 
 

iii. Individual Vehicle Records from TDC3-8 

trafficDataDescriptor: [I0,H,M,S, V,L,CL,P,O,G,STAT,LTC]    
trafficData:  [0,13,52,11, 102,53, 11, M, 20 ,250, 0x00, 65123] 

Zeit 
 

V Len 
[m] 

Class 
 

Pos 
L / M 
/ R 

Occ 
[s] 

Gap 
[s] 

Status vehicle counter LTC 

13:52:11 102 km/h 5.3 m 11 (LFW) M 0.2 s 2.5 s 0x00 65123 
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b. Sample output: 
{ 

  "1":{ 

    "date"           : {"y":"16","m":"01","d":"27"} 

    "trafficDataDesc": [0,["H","M","S","V","L","LTC"]], 

    "trafficData"    : [ 

                         [17,31,38,117,32,1615586], 

                         [17,31,40,124,49,1615587], 

                         [17,31,43, 98,30,1615588], 

                         [17,31,47,127,34,1615589], 

                         [17,31,48,117,47,1615590], 

                         [17,31,51,124,36,1615591], 

                         [17,31,59, 97,44,1615594], 

                         [17,32,03,102,50,1615595] 

                       ] 

  } 

  "2":{ 

    "date"            :{"y":"16","m":"01","d":"27"} 

    "trafficDataDesc" :[0,["H","M","S","V","L","LTC"]] 

    "trafficData"     :[ 

                         [17,31,38,107,32,1615586], 

                         [17,31,48,107,47,1615590], 

                         [17,32,03, 92,50,1615595] 

                       ] 

  }, 

  "3":{ 

    "date"            :{"y":"16","m":"01","d":"27"} 

    "trafficDataDesc" :[0,["H","M","S","V","L","LTC"]] 

    "trafficData"     :[] (keine Daten im Intervall) 

  }, 

} 
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Appendix C:  Security Span Wire 

a) Information about wire rope clamps 

Thanks to the friction between the wires within the wire rope clamp the connection can 

withstand loads near the working load limit of the wire itself. However, due to the changing 

shape of the wire inside the clamp, the load limit can be dramatically reduced. DIN EN 

13411 mandates use of three or more clamps for single use.  

b) Important: 

Wire rope clamps must not be used more than once. To minimize the risk of using a wire 

rope clamp more than once, instantaneously and completely disassemble a used wire rope 

clamp. A wire rope clamp under load must be tightened because the wire diameter shrinks 

under load.  

c) TDC-SL Scope of Delivery 

 1 piece INOX-wire rope Ø 2 mm, 150 cm (5 ft) long, one end with loop and thimble, 

other end open 

 pieces wire rope clamps 

 

 

all components are galvanized stainless steel V4A 
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Appendix D:  BS2-T(S) Connector PIN Assignment 
The BS2-TS is fitted with up to three device receptacles (female connector sockets) to connect up to 

three TDC1-PIR to it using C16 connectors (ecomate) from Amphenol – other manufacturers offer 

compatible connectors, such as Binder etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pin Power3 Connector 1 Connector 2 Connector 3 

1 Vss (5-10 VDC) Vss Vss Vss 

2 n/c n/c n/c n/c 
3 GND GND GND GND 
5 n/c RS 485 A RS 485 A RS 485 A 
6 n/c RS 485 B RS 485 B RS 485 B 
7 n/c n/c n/c n/c 

 
Important: Connectors 1,2 and 3 are internally connected!  

                                                           
3
 Applies to BS2-P and BS2-T only 
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